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Crockett Describes
Nature of Life for
Performance Artist
Thursday, October 26, 1989
Founder's Day
The annual Founders' Day Convocation
and Rite of Matriculation will take place on
Tuesday, Oct. 31, at 11:10 a.m. in Rosse
Hall.
At the Founders' Day service, the com-
munity recalls Kenyon's founders and the
College people who have died during the
year. The Rite of Matriculation looks to the
future and welcomes new students into the
community through a ritual begun in 1841.
Linking the two is an address by a member
of the faculty. This year's address, entitled
"On Trees and Other Important Things," will
be delivered by Miriam Dean-Ottin- g, assist-
ant professor of religion.
The Rite of Matriculation will be read by
Dean of Students Thomas J. Edwards, and
recently elected members of Beta of Ohio
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa will be introduce-
d. Music will be provided by the Kenyon
College Chamber Singers and the Scioto
Brass Quintet.
The new members of Phi Beta Kappa are
seniors Dirk A. Beamer of Fostoria, Ohio,
Jeremy E. Caslin of Mamaroneck, Ntw
York; Heather L. Claussen of Oxford, Ohio,
Meg L. DeRonghe of Detroit, Michigan,
Emily A. Hancock of Victor, New York,
Harumi Ito of Tokyo, Japan, William J.
Joiner of Cincinnati, Ohio, Elizabeth J.
kremer of Silver Spring, Maryland, Jennifer
A. Reynolds of Huron, Ohio, Andrea M.
fa of Fairfield, Ohio, Eric B. Seaver of
Celina, Ohio, Todd P. Van Fossen of
Madison, Wisconsin, and John N. Yukich of
Oberlin, Ohio.
A
Gambier Folk Festival
Highlights Traditional
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Should Student Activities Fees be Raised?
A topic which Student Council is consider-
ing is the need to raise the student activities
fee. For those who are unacquainted with
this, the student activities fee is a $100-per-stude- nt
fee that is billed in addition to each
student's tuition. The total of these fees is
$150,000 which is allocated by Student Coun-
cil and goes to support approximately 93 stu-
dent organizations on campus. The organiza-
tions allocated funds for the 1989-9-0 year
are:
WKCO Ceramic Arts Club
KCTV Docemus
Amer. Chemical ck Reveille
Hika Math Club
Collegian KCMUG
Student LectureshipsPre-Me- d Society
Social Board Odyssey of the Mind
Kenyon Film Soc. Gambier Exper. College
Peirce Darkroom BSU
SMAC LGSA
Hope for the LivingSEAS
First Step
Student Alumni
Assoc.
Crew Club
Sailing Club
Women's Rugby
Men's Rugby
Karate Club
Scuba Club
Ski Team
Climbing Club
Ice Hockey Club
Purple Pedalers
AJASK
GOCA
Amnesty International
Kenyon Christian Fell.
Kenyon College Hillel
Gambier Folklore Soc.
Kenyon Environ. Comm.
Model UN
KYS
Fools on the Hill
GREAT
4th Floor Mather
Owl Creeks Kenyon Journal
Kokosingers Kenyon Film Festival
The question of raising this fee has been
debated and voted on by the 1988-8- 9 Finance
Committee, the 1989-9-0 Finance Committee
and the 1989-9- 0 Student Council. On the
recommendation of this year's Finance Com-
mittee, Student Council unanimously decid-
ed to pursue the process of raising this fee by
$25 to a total of $125 per student. This would
produce a desperately needed additional
$37,500 which would be available to allocate
to all of the student organizations.
A number of points were raised in considera-
tion of this decision. First, the number of stu-
dent organizations is increasing every year.
For example, so far this year alone the Stu-
dent Affairs Committee has approved seven
new oganizations. Each of these new
organizations requests money, and this
results in other organizations taking a reduc-
tion in their allocation to accommodate the
needs of the newly approved groups. Second,
the amount of money each organization re-
quests yearly is steadily increasing as the
organizations mature. For example at last
vear's spring budget hearings, the total of the
budget requests exceeded $300,000, while
there was only $150,000 available to allocate.
The requests of the nine so called priority
oganizations (designated by the Student Af-
fairs Committee) alone would have ac-
counted for the entirety of the funds provid-
ed by the activities fees if their full requests
were granted. To compensate for this the
priority organizations have been forced to
conduct fundraisers which defeats, to an ex-
tent, the purpose of being a priority
organization. Third, the student activities fee
has only increased nominally over the years,
and has failed to keeD pace with inflation.
Fourth, the college is consciously trying to
reduce the number of students on campus.
As the number of students decline, so does
the money available for student organiza-
tions. Fifth, Kenyon needs to update the stu-
dent activities fee to continue to maintain
itself as a top college in the country and to be
competitive with other colleges in the vicinity
For example last year Wittenburg University
allocated $27,940 to its radio station WUSO,
while Kenyon allocated $16,500 to WKCO.
Granted, Wittenburg is larger, yet works with
a $289,800 budget, and only has 2,300
students, which is only 800 more than Ken-
yon. Their student activities fee is $126 per-yea- r,
per student. Sixth, in the increasingly
non-alcohol- ic environment at Kenyon, stu-
dent organizations continue to grow in
popularity, especially special interest
organizations that provide a much needed
non-alcohol- ic social alternative. Lastly, a $25
increase in the $17,050 tuition only represents
a 0.001 percent increase for the 1990-199- 1
year. This is a miniscule increase overall, and
would greatly assist the existing organizations
with their ever increasing operating expenses.
For the increase of $25 to occur, a student
referendum is required whereall of the pre-
set FEES page twelve
Kenyon Bookstore Implements Changes to Stop Shrinkage
By Jim Totten
Few neonle can imaeine Kenvon College
'iihout the Bookstore. The Bookstore is at
e center of many activities: eating, reading,
relaxing, talking or procrastinating. To do
ft it needs to be operated efficiently to
faintain this atmosphere. However, the
Bookstore has recently faced some problems
hich caused some changes.
Two years ago, the Bookstore started los-- h
money because of shrinkage. Shrinkage is
e money lost because items are missing; an
lnventory lets the manager know what items
Eone. The shrinkage rate jumped from
proximately 1.25 percent to three percent.
is a large percentage considering that
percent of the Bookstore's gross sales
to the Scholarship Fund. Jack
the Bookstore manager, says, "Shrink-ca- n
be caused by bad accounting, break- -
lowering prices too quickly or
Although Finefrock did not
know for sure what caused the sudden in-
crease in shrinkage, lowering prices too
quickly and shoplifting seemed most likely.
The Bookstore has caught people shoplift-
ing and filed charges against them.
Finefrock mentioned one student spent part
of Christmas break in jail for shoplifting. He
added that the Bookstore caught a student
last year who stole over 11 compact discs.
The Bookstore management sometimes en-
forces a policy that bars a student from enter-
ing the Bookstore for the entirety of hisher
residence at Kenyon once caught shoplifting.
The lack of money is not the reason the
students try to steal from the Bookstore.
Finefrock says, "We have never caught
anyone who did not have the money." He
believes that people shoplift because they are
bored and it is exciting; a thrill.
Following the sudden jump in shrinkage,
the Bookstore increased security measures
and also raised prices in an effort to balance
the losses. The shrinkage rate immediately
dropped after implementing these actions.
Finefrock stresses shoplifting was not pin-
pointed as the problem. The Bookstore, how-
ever, has recently installed new security
devices such as mirrors, cameras, and under-
cover people in the store to watch for any-possi- ble
theft. Presently, the shrinkage rate is
at .5 percent which is below normal.
The Ohio laws against shopliftingstealing
are strict and carry both fines and jail
sentences when caught. The first time a per-
son is caught shoplifting, as long as it was
under $300, it is a misdemeanor of the first
degree. First degree misdemeanor carries a
sentence of no more than six months in
prison and a fine of no more than $ 1 ,000. If a
person steals more than $300 the first time or
it is hisher second offense, it is a fourth
degree felony. A fourth degree felony carries
a minimum sentence of 18 months imprison-
ment and a maximum of five years. The fine
can be no more than $2500.
Deputy Bob Durbin of the Knox County
Sheriffs Department says that when the
Bookstore catches a person shoplifting, the
deputy makes a report and the Bookstore
manager files a statement. The person caught
can -- also file a statement. The Municipal
Court Prosecutor then talks to the manager
about filing charges to bring the person to
trial. Durbin says that filing charges against
someone who shoplifted sends a strong
message to others that the Bookstore is not a
good place to shoplift.
Finefrock's main concern with shoplifting
is that it deprives other students the money
they need for college. Although Kenyon Col-
lege owns the Bookstore, all profit from the
Bookstore goes to the Scholarship Fund; not
to the college. The money from the
Bookstore generates at least one percent of
the Scholarship Fund and hopes to reach its
goal of 10 percent. Finefrock says, '"We have
a system for students who do not have money
see BOOKSTORE page twelve
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Tur nF ADERS WRITEExperiment Proves Campus The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All sub-missio- ns
must be signed and typed, double-space- d. The Editors
edit all material while maintaining theHandicap InaccessiDie reserve the right tooriginal intent 01 tne suoniissiun.
Members of the Editorial Board.
Wit Ivimgmt (Eoibgtatt
Editors-in-Chie- f: Sonya Dudgeon, Jenny Neiderhouser
OPINION
SKidTf Un as two examples of Kenyon's com.,,- -
a;p "o!Te iT h dag.,ous fc, SooC in , h!ctoir . The Ml le.ta .0 bo.h
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stairS and StCpS-.- .
:
. :l. r h. ..risible, one must either ring a bell and
ifbrarian, upstairs and ask a person to unlock the fire
wait for a or have someone go
tried 1 were unusable, heGambier wedowntownin. The two wheelchair ramps
and the bottom of the lip was too high, resulting in thebetween the streetclearance havlTg "o get out of the wheelchair so it could be placed on the sidewalkpP lottheir respective parkingonly accessible fromWatson are. Norton Lewis and
sides G?nd'is totally inaccessible, as well as Mather. The
on.y way to get to Cap es ,n a
wSchair Path above Weaver Cottage and then cut over.Middle tois to go up ofthmkfAbove downtown, just pushing someone up Middle Path exh.ust.ng;
who must propel oneself.someone
Tweaver Cottage is accessible if one wants to stay within several feet of the front
d0.OTheHealthCenter,where we borrowed the wheelchair is inaccessible
is hard enough to maneuver ,f one has helplevel of Gund. The hill down to the lower
that hill after it has wed- -
on a nice day; imagine trying to push yourself up
found on the enure campus .s at Bexley artThe only handicap parking place we
""During
our two hours around campus, we had the option to just stand up and pick
ourselves out if we became stuck in mud, couldn't make it up a steep
s ope found
wheelchair dependent dont. It issituation; those who areourselves in an unpleasant
rumored that there used to be more handicap parking spaces on campus, but
when hey
As long as we don't have accessible facilitiesweren't used, they were just painted over. before the next time anyonethem. Perhapsat Kenyon, we won't have anyone to use
should spend a few hours in aaccessible, theybegins to state that Kenyon is adequately
wheelchair and perceive life from a different viewpoint.
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Alum Defends KCTV's Merit, Need
Dear Editors:
attention recently that aIt came to my
group of students, led by senior Brendan
Keefe, are a step away from creating a cam-
pus television station.
1 thought this sounded exciting for a cou-
ple of reasons. First, it would give Kenyon
students some experience working in a
medium that is very powerful and very com-
petitive.
I'm a newspaper reporter, and as I have oc-
casion to deal with television reporters fre-
quently, it's my opinion that the nation
would benefit from having more people with
Kenyon educations asking the questions in
television -t- he most pervasive and persuasive
medium around.
But television is extremely competitive.
And while I don't think Kenyon should begin
teaching broadcast journalism as most uni-
versities do, it's almost a disservice in this age
not to give students an extracurricular chance
to gain some experience.
My other reason for being excited about
Keefe's group is that in 1982 I organized some
friends and started a publication on campus
called The Gambier Journal.
Since then, the ability to create has stayed
in my mind as one of the great things about
Kenyon. In its small and enlightened setting,
it is a place where possibility is alive.
Unfortunately, though, I'm afraid that in
years to come Keefe may not share my
recollection of Kenyon. He has been working
on the idea of Kenyon College Television
To the Editors:
I am writing this letter after reading what I,
of colleagues, feel is aas well as many my
travesty which failed as a theatrical review.
As president of the Kenyon College Dramatic
Club, I have witnessed many reviews in the
Collegian that are poorly written and have
tried to pass for theatrical reviews. The
review of Cat's Paw, printed in the Oct. 19
issue is the worst review 1 have ever seen. I
have serious doubts as to whether the
of Cat'sreviewer ever saw a performance
Paw.
The reviewer clearly shows that she
either never witnessed the production, or
docs not know how to write a review of a per-
formance. The reviewer may have indeed
witnessed what occurred before the perfor-
mance, although her sense of time seems to
be warped, because she has accurately
described what occurs before a senior thesis
production. However, that is a typical scene
and could describe almost any thesis produc-
tion that has occurred within the last 10
years. The reviewer could have read the script
and the program in order to obtain the infor-
mation for the article.
I suggest the reviewer should have remark-
ed not only about the character's description
and how well the actors portrayed their
characters, but on how the actors portrayed
their characters. The correct names of the
characters should have been reported, name-
ly the character of Jessica Lyons, rather than
"Jessica Savage." The reviewer might have
also remarked on the fact that Jessica's
since his freshman year. He has a greai
amount of experience in tne neia, wnicru
remarkable considering his age.
After much seeking and negotiating, he
has arranged with Star Cable Company of
Pittsburgh for installation of the cable and
for a Kenyon channel.
He has also arranged to get inexpensive
equipment for the venture. He has gathered
around him a very competent staff.
And unlike my group, KCTV has raised
$15,000 dollars in cash and pledges. Unfo-
rtunately, that's only about half of what the--,
need (much of the cost is one time only).
College officials however have passed
when asked if Kenyon would contribute
That's too bad. And in my opinion short
sighted.
Kenyon's reputation is one of greatness m
mm,iniratinn-Doetr- v. novels and-- 1
would maintain -j- ournalism. Whether;
television reaches more peoplelike it or not,
than any other forum. It, more than an;,
other, is now the place where ideas are e-
xchanged.
I think the College should rethink its de-
cision on whether to help KCTV. And
1 ma:
financially. It is unreasonable and alms
ridiculous to expect a college student tori
$30,000 for this project. I would suggest thi
the College take advantage of the your:
man's expertise and use this as an opportun-
ity to improve Kenyon.
Thank you for your consideration,
Douglas Heuck, '84
KCDC President Criticizes Review
character had her hair styled so it cover
most of her face, thus covering much em-
otion showed by the actress; or the fact th:
during the first act the actors could barehb;
heard because of the air conditioners eithf
accidentally left on, or being turned on byr
audience member.
The reviewer might also nave remarked ff
the skillful directing by Anna Davis,
mi-eviden-
t
by the emotion felt by the audience;
the peak of the play. "Oh my GOD! I car
believe he did that!" was heard from onei.
dience member, clearly audible in t
videotape of the performance on Fnu;
night, and sobbing was heard on Saturd:
night at the same point in the play.
The review er obviously never saw the self
i;htc fnr the nlav because she might ha
remarked upon the set, perhaps one of
if
best seen on the Hill stage in recent yea.'
This is the opinion of many people wmn
tually did see the play and believe the set
be exceptional, an opinion expressed tome
well as to others. The reviewer might 1
.1,0 iict imnresanave remui reu .--- -r
lighting sequence, simply the light emit:
from a television set, illuminating
1
scenery.
A cross between a rock concert art
rW-ribin- e the lines of spectators waitini
see the performance, and an assignment 1
would clearly have failed, even in an Intw
Drama class, this review casts serious
as to whether the Colk-gia- n is here to report on
line h.wi Kfon in nn accurate irtaW'
Printing an article with such lack of ttu"u
sec KCDC page three
he set or
ght have
r .tu
ie oi "
nt yt
who ac-th- e
set to
1 to me 35
light also
mpressive
t emitted
iting ft
ert article
waiting 10
iment thai
in Intro'0
dus doubts
wrton1
. rnann"'
of though'
KCDC
continued from page two
put into it is inexcusable, no ifs, ands or buts.
During the nearly four years that I have
been at Kenyon, I have seen very few reviews
which could be deemed well written, but I
have never seen a review as poorly written as
this. I realize that the Editors of the Collegian
cannot be responsible for issues printed in the
past years, but this travesty is inexcusable. In
the past, KCDC has tried to set up a way to
look at the reviews in order to make sure the
article actually reviews the production rather
than summarizing the plot line or the
reviewer's friends in the play. However, the
Collegian has either been negligent, or the
reviews submitted by people dealing with the
drama department have been overridden by
articles written by people who do not know
what they are doing and who have been asked
to do so by the Collegian.
The drama community should not be forc-
ed to ask the Collegian to be allowed to
review a play; rather, the Collegian should
provide a reviewer to write a review, or ask a
QUALIFIED reviewer to write an article
about the play. The drama community
should not have to write articles about its
Racism in America: An attitude, belief or
bias which the majority culture may hold
about blacks and other minorities, and havi-
ng the power to explicitly or implicitly deny
w inhibit the rights of the minority culture.
In an effort to battle racism, the Gambier
Organization for Cultural Awareness
(GOCA) sponsored it's third annual Run
gainst Racism on Sunday, Oct. 22, at 2
P m. Despite our unexpected snow and cold
temperatures earlier in the week, the weather
n Sunday was 60 degrees and sunny. A
beautiful day for jogging, biking or walking,
right? Wrong!
The beautiful weather wasn't enough to en-'i- ce
supporters. Sure the usual GOCA
members and supporters along with a few
'her students were present I would like to
commend those who participated and show-e- d
their support and commitment to fight
his disease we call racism.
own shows that its members are in because
there is no objective opinion when writing
about an event one is involved in. This is why
I did not write a review about the senior
thesis production for Christopher LaBudde,
Damian Rogers, and Melissa Shuman, but
allowed the Collegian to print the so-call- ed
review.
As president of KCDC I believe that the
Collegian needs to apologize to the Kenyon
community as a whole for printing the weak
excuse for a review. In the future the Col-
legian should either ask members of the
drama community at Kenyon to review plays,
or submit the proposed review to one of the'
officers in KCDC, or to an upperclass drama
major to be edited. Evidently this is the only
way that a review of a play can be satisfac-
torily written and edited, or even rewritten in
order to say something that a respectable
newspaper would print.
Sincerely,
Christopher LaBudde,
President KCDC
Senior Urges College to Excellence
To the Editors:
Have you seen the recent issue of US News
and World Report with the top 20 liberal arts
schools in the country? Kenyon is not there.
We are not on any list, not mentioned once.
We have been listed in previous years, but no
more. What has happened?
Kenyon has shifted it's focus from
academia to social life. We are willing to
spend our time and funds on a "neutral
ground" student social center rather than
worry of an understaffed English Depart-
ment (as a senior outside the major, I have
not been able to enroll in an English course
since freshman year). We allow ineffectual
and unqualified teachers to retard our growth
because of their professed views, sex or race.
It is very important to bring such teachers to
Kenyon; but only provided they can teach.
Unfortunately, Kenyon is willing to sacrifice
the learning of it's students for a few statistics
in the Prospectus. We have a few majors with
a third of the student body in it. These maj-
ors attract these students in part because of
their excellent teaching and reputation. We
must try to bring more majors to this level.
Being isolated in Ohio, it is easy to view
our only competition as Denison or Oberlin.
We must wake up and see that we are a na-
tional caliber college. Other colleges see
themselves in this way. They strive to be the
new Swarthmore or Wesleyan. They know
the path to this is first and foremost through
excellence in education. Kenyon needs to see
itself in such a manner. It must actively
fight to be the best nationally, not
apathetically settle for mediocrity.
Of course there are areas outside
academics that Kenyon needs to address. But
we are holding them too high so that they
obscure what the campus in general, the ad-
ministration in particular, should view as
priority improving academics. Kenyon
students have never had a problem finding
ways to unwind, and it was not such a major
issue before the administration decided it's
new job was social control and issued the
Report. We must change that focus back to
academics. We have good teachers, good
students and good facilities. With some work
we could be excellent. We would then not
have to worry about being in the "top 20," we
could be number one.
Kurt Fliegauf '90
Dean Praises Efforts Against Racism
To the Editors: I also commend the one faculty represen-
tative, Peter Rutkoff, also co-advis- or to the
Black Student Union, who spoke at the pre-rac- e
rally. Evelyn Ortiz, co-coordin- ator of
A.D.E.L.A.N.T.E. also spoke at the rally
and said, "racism is everywhere, not only in
big cities, but in small secluded places . . . like
Gambier."
I understand that time is a precious com-
modity to each of us. That's why I'm happy
that I left my home at 2 p.m. and returned by
3 p.m. At a recent conference, a speaker
mentioned a survey given to people over the
age of 90. They were asked the question, if
you had your life to live over, what would
you do differently? The most popular
answers were: "reflect more, risk more, do
more that last forever and make life count
because there are no U-Ha- uls behind a
hearse." Well, . . . that one hour I spent run-
ning against racism was an hour well spent.
Respectfully Submitted by
Dean Mila P. Collins
--mi. we're -- KfeL IjL JilllPCtAJinew ah o cam WSlk JSIbliPUvepoWH jj
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Former Prof Questions Accessibility
To the Editors:
The article on handicapped accessibility at
' Kenyon College has come to my attention,
and I feel that I must respond. In the article,
I was described as a former Kenyon faculty
who "suffered from a spinal disorder and was
confined to a wheelchair." Let me point out
that I have a spinal birth defect, and that I
use a wheelchair. What I suffer from, and
what I am confined by, are the attitudes of
our culture toward the disabled, and the lack
of equal access to the institutions of our
society.
When I resigned from Kenyon College in
1983, it was in part due to the fact that Ken-
yon had made insufficient efforts in the area
of accessibility. Many things were done, but
many significant things still needed to be
done. There were far too many buildings that
required crawling for access and lacked ac-
cessible bathroom facilities. The issue of
Middle Path remains a thorny one. I do not
see how Kenyon can be assured that it is "ade-
quately accessible" while a path of loose
gravel connects its many buildings. "Paving
tributaries" does not solve the problem of
getting to the tributaries. One of the basic re
quirements for walkways and paths to be
considered accessible, is that they have, ac-
cording to the Architectural Accessibility for
the Disabled of College Campuses brochure
of the Barriers Compliance Board, a "conti-
nuing common surface . . ." Gravel is not a
continuing common surface
Reed Browning stated in the article, that
several summer programs in which there were
handicapped persons, reported that Kenyon
was a "hospitable place" for the disabled. Let
me remind you that there is an enormous dif-
ference between what one expects from a
two to four week summer program and what
conditions are adequate (let alone hospitable)
for four years of college, or a faculty ap-
pointment. There are indeed, many hospitable
people at Kenyon, however, for a building
to be "hospitable" it must be accessible.
Accessibility is an issue of equal opportuni-
ty and dignity. It is not an issue of hospitali-
ty, but an issue of fundamental rights. A
community is only as full as the people that it
contains. When we embrace difference, then
we are enriched by it.
Sincerely,
Terry Schupback-Gordo- n
Reporter Stresses Original Content
To the Editors:
In my article last week, "Frats Take a
Tough Stand Against Hazing," a couple of
sentences were edited out with my approval
at the last minute before the final edition. At
that time, I did not think the content of the
story would be changed much. These por-
tions of the article were taken out at the in-
sistence of D-P- hi members. Yet after reading
the article, I realized that a key point was
missing: a student could have been seriously
injured that night. I interviewed Dean Fitz- -
Gibbon, who I assumed knew what happened
that evening from the report, and he
stated that, "Security found one Delta-Ph- i
pledge passed out in front of student
residences," and also, "two RAs had to
babysit Delta-P- hi pledges to make sure they
didn't vomit while on their backs and suf-
focate." People were at risk of being injured
that night, and I think that point is an impor-
tant part of the story that should be known.
Sincerely,
Jim Totten
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Variety of Folk Activities Thrusts Gambier 'in Festival'
By Kate Brentzel
"I often tell folks that festival isn't a noun,
it's a verb. It's like being IN festival . . .
there's a sense of being caught up in some-
thing that is bigger than the individual," said
Folklore Society Director, Howard Sacks.
This feeling of festival in the community is
what makes the Gambier Folk Festival so
special. Organized by the Folklore Society,
the 18th annual Folk Festival promises ex-
cellent folk artistry and a bonding effect
within the community of Gambier.
The festival mixes evening concerts,
workshops and a craft demonstration. The
format has changed little since the first
festival in 1971. Campus festivals were
popular around the time the Gambier festival
was started, yet Sacks, a Kenyon
sociology professor said, "What's really in-
teresting about the festival is that it's con-
tinued to thrive and grow even though most
campus festivals have long since died out."
In fact, people come from all over Ohio,
and from all over the nation to attend the
Gambier Folk Festival. Sacks predicts some
6000 visitors. It's the biggest event in
Gambier. Americana Magazine ranked the
festival in the top 16 in the country. Peo-
ple return year after year, combining a reu-
nion aspect with the feeling of community.
Stephanie Klein, student president of the
Folklore Society, said, "We constantly get
commended for having such a wonderful
folk festival because it's such a friendly folk
festival." This friendliness is partly obtained
by the intimate size of the festival. It's possi-
ble to talk to the artists and really get involv-
ed. "The boundaries between artists and au-
dience, and between festival and community
really break down," said Professor Sacks.
Most of the artists and staff who come to
Gambier stay with hosts in the community.
Sacks said this "really integrates the festival
in the community. What makes this festival
work is the fact that it's not just plopped
down on top of Gambier, but that Gambier
really gets involved in it."
One of Klein's favorite aspects
of the festival is "a combination of the friend-
ly community spirit and the (feeling that) this
is a lot of what our country is built on and
I'm a part of keeping it alive." The unity of
the festival derives from the common bond
of tradition. The artists may come from all
around the country, yet they all come to
share their traditions.
Howard Sacks is involved in folk festivals
all over the country. He comes into contact
with many of the artists. He points out three
things in his basis for selection. Firstly, the
excellence of the artist. Sacks said that the
performers are "some of the finest artists in
America."
- Second, he looks for the authenticity of the
artist. Klein said, "We really try to stick with
people who actually learned their craft or
their art traditionally . . . where it was passed
down through the generations." Artists who
learn from their father, or grandfather "carry
with them not only their music but a 'sense'
about the music. A sense of this connection
between their music and their larger lives,"
commented Sacks.
Third, Sacks tries to bring in a mix of the
familiar and unfamiliar. Fiddle music may be
well known around central Ohio, yet the
Canadian Scottish music that will be offered
in this festival is much more unfamiliar.
The 18th Gambier Folk Festival promises
excellent artists, as well as a return to the
traditional feeling of community. The friend-
ship that develops reminds those who attend
that they are not merely visitors, but a part of
the festival.
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Dead Ringers
Dead Ringers. Directed by David
Cronenberg. Starring Jeremy Irons,
Genevieve Bujold. 1988. 115 mins. Rated R.
Dead Ringers takes the subject of identical
twin relationships and creates an interesting
film. Jeremy Irons plays the double role of
Elliot and Beverly Mantle, identical twin doc-
tors who share everything: their practice,
their apartment and all their experiences. At
first it is difficult for the viewer to keep track
of which is which, but as the plot progresses
it becomes clear that Elliot is the more ag-
gressive and outgoing of the two men, while
Beverly is rather dependent on his brother.
The intense relationship is threatened when
Beverly becomes seriously involved with an
actress, Claire Nouveau, and Elliot becomes
jealous of her. As Elliot seeks to regain con-
trol of Beverly's thoughts and actions, he
causes his brother to become more confused
about his loyalties to his twin and his own
happiness. Finally the pressure becomes too
great for Beverly and he develops a serious
drug problem. The twins' warped relation-
ship and the resulting circumstances create a
surprise ending for this film.
Dead Ringers will appeal to anyone who
enjoys suspenseful films and psychological
thrillers.
Fri. 10:00 p.m. Sun. 2:00 p.m.
The Fly
The Fly. Directed by David Cronenberg.
Starring Jeff Goldblum, Geena Davis and
John Getz. 1986. 95 mins. Rated R.
Acclaimed horror director David
Cronenberg brings his unique style to this
startling remake of the 1958 Vincent Price
shocker. An unfortunate scientist is
transformed into a gigantic fly when his ex-
periments in the transmission of matter go
wrong. Goldblum becomes obsessed by his
metamorphosis, which makes him incredibly
agile. Geena Davis plays his romantic partner
who realizes the danger of this transforma-
tion early on, and tries to save her lover from
self-destructio- n.
This bizarre but compassionate horror tale
is an interesting version of the 1958 classic.
The transformation scenes are shocking and
very believable. The climax is riveting, the
this resolution is far from satisfying for such
an exciting film.
Fri. 8:00 p.m.Sat. 10:00 p.m.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Friday, October 27
8:00 PM EVENING CONCERT: Bill Lowe, John Cephas and Phil Wig-
gins. Rosse Hall
Saturday, October 28
1:00 PM WORKSHOP: "Songs from the Country." Bill Lowe, John
Cephas and Phil Wiggins. Lower Dempsey Hall
2:00 PM WORKSHOP: "Fiddle Music Up North." John Campbell, Carl
McKenzi, Kenny Sidle, Clifford Hardesty. Lower Dempsey Hall
3:00 PM WORKSHOP: "Sacred Harmonies." Ebenezer Baptist Church
Mass Choir, Bill Lowe, Ervin Bemiller, Wayne Bemiller, and
Lewis Schlabach. Lower Dempsey Hall
4:00 PM WORKSHOP: "Piano Styles." Doug McPhee and Doris Brown.
Lower Dempsey Hall .
1-5-
:00 PM OPEN JAM SESSION: Informal music making, relaxing. Peirce
Hall Lounge
8:00 PM EVENING CONCERT: Master of Cape Breton Music and Dance,
the Ebenezer Baptist Church Mass Choir. Rosse Hall
10:30 PM COMMUNITY SQUARE DANCE: Lynn Frederick, caller. Lower
Dempsey Hall
Sunday, October 29
Noon-- 4 PM CRAFT DEMONSTRATION AND SALE: Instrument making.
quilting, gunsmithing, blaeksmithing, rug making, Hmong
needlework, herbal medicine, peanut butter pie and more. Infor-
mal music throughout the afternoon. Gund Commons Game
Room
'Royal' Band Receives Raves
By Greg Aharonian
Royal Crescent Mob
Spin The World
Sire Warner Bros.
On their first single, "Nanana," the Royal
Crescent Mob sings, "I am from a little tiny
town About 20 minutes from Baton
Rouge."
They lie.
Believe it or not, the Mobsters (as they are
known) are from Columbus, Ohio. Yes,
that's right: Columbus. The city 50 ticks
away.
But you would never know it.
It is both refreshing and relieving to know
that there is talent to be had in central Ohio.
Even the summer of retro-roc- k (The Who,
Stones, Doobies, ad nauseum) didn't stop
Rolling Stone from giving the new Mob
record raves. They are also one chameleon of
a band. Their debut album for Sire, Spin The
World, is aptly titled, because it contains
varied blend of musical styles from around
the world: a fantastic mix of rock, funk,
blues and jazz. The aforementioned
"Nanana" is a straight ahead rocker which
could be Johnathan ("Roadrunner")
Richman meets the Replacements. They a-
ctually toured with the Replacements, and the
influence shows, especially on the romp
"Hungry," which makes no short use of
guitar and raging vocals. "Stock Car Race
wins you over with a fast, distorted sound
and constant beat.
The Mobsters also incorporate rich
rhythms into such songs as their funk-base- d
"Silver Street" and "Big Show," the latter
having the best white raps to ever come out
of Ohio. "5 More Minutes" has a moving bass
line that gets your foot tapping and bod)
shaking. The vocals of David Ellison,
Carlton Smith, "B," and Harold Chichester
are harmonized well on "Walking Down the
Street," a mellow, bluesy number.
One jazz tune', "Corporation Enema,
could even be called the album's best song
Carlton Smith's soulful vocals combine well
with the piano breaks and . . . and ... and
you can't believe your ears. This band is from
Ohio! And it's not Devo!
All of which makes you wonder what kind
of band can produce four different styles of
music on one album, and actually get aV
with it!
A good one. Summer Send Off, anyone?
Kenyon College Worship
Sundays at 4:30 p.m.
Gund Commons Lounge
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Changing Faces of Kenyon Mystery Man Reveals MissionThe
What is your opinion of the Automatic Banking Machine that
was just installed in Farr Hall?
Sherk photo
It's been a long time coming. Peo-
ple's Bank look out! Bob Bonacci
'90
.
i
I honestly think that the People's
Bank will be dead within weeks.
Susan Elliot '92
f-'-
-V
Sherk photo
Enjoy it now, before the Commis-
sion takes it away. Jessica Regan
'92
By Guy Tino
Many students think James W. Mont-
gomery, Jr. is gathering data for some sort
of sociological or anthropological study of
Kenyon's populace. Indeed, the sight of the
pipe-smokin- g, soft-spok- en Montgomery
seated at a bench on Middle Path calls to mind
the popular conception of the mysterious
researcher who sits for hours quietly observ-
ing and taking notes. But in actuality, the
beautiful Indian summer climate of late has
given the Kenyon alumnus (Class of '57) the
opportunity to work outdoors on a book
about one of this country's first great
scholars.
Montgomery, an affiliated scholar of the
College, has been at Kenyon since last Febru-
ary preparing the first draft of a biography of
Nathanial Bowditch (1773-1838- ), an
American mathematician and astronomer.
Working under a scholarship from indepen-
dent sources since September 1988, he has
devoted nearly a full year to researching and
writing his book. Five months of his time was
spent in Salem, Mass., where he completed the
last archival work he needed for the book. To
begin writing, Montgomery returned to his
alma mater, "One reason for doing it here,"
he says, "is the old ties." As part of the for
mal activities his position as affiliated scholar
requires, he gave two lectures last spring on
the subject of Bowditch and his work.
When he first arrived, Montgomery was
given the quarters of a professor on sab-
batical, in which he set up his working space.
Having been displaced from his quarters
upon that professor's return, Montgomery is
continuing his drafting and rewriting out-
doors while constantly reading and rereading
background material at the Olin and
Chalmers libraries. He is currently residing in
the home of Franklin Miller, professor of
physics Emeritus, who was his major advisor
when he was a student here.
Montgomery has roughly six months of
writing accomplished, out of an estimated
two years he believes he will need to complete
the book. Assessing his intentions, he says he
wants to create "a full biography of the man
Bowditch as a scientist." Montgomery en-
joys being outdoors and seeing the campus,
and notes the college's many changes since
the days when he was a student here. Before
February, the Cleveland native was living in
New England, and had not been back to Ken-
yon in about 23 years. He praises the good
general library resources here; citing original
papers and books from the 1 8th and
19th centuries which have been in-
valuable to him during the course of his stay.
WKCO's Top Ten Progressive
Playlist for the Collegian
1. David Byrne - Make Believe 6. Jesus and Mary Chain - Blues
Mambo - Rei Momo From a Gun - 12 inch
2. Red Hot Chili Peppers - Knock 7. Michelle Shocked - On the
Me Down - Mother's Milk Greener Side - 12 inch
3. Rickie Lee Jones - Satellites - 8. Poi Dog Pondering - Fact of Life
Flying Cowboys - Poi Dog Pondering
4. Bryan Ferry - Slave to Love - 9. The B-5- 2's - Love Shack --
20 Greatest Hits Cosmic Thing
5. Syd Straw - Future 40's (String of 10. Lucinda Williams - Passionate
Pearls) - Surprise Kisses - 12 inch
Tune in to WKCO everyday from
7 a.m. -- 2 a.m. - 91.9FM
-
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By Kimberly Thompson
On Thursday, Nov. 2, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Biology Auditorium, Samuel Kassow, pro-
fessor of Russian history at Trinity College in
Harvard, Conn., will visit Kenyon to answer
the question "Is Gorbachev for Real?"
Kassow, author of Students, Professors, and
the State in Tsarist Russia is one of the
foremost scholars of the Soviet Union in the
United States. His work challenges
Americans to be aware of Gorbachev and his
glasnost policy in order to understand
reforms taking place in the U.S.S.R. in hopes
of directing those changes towards a better
relationship between the two countries.
In his article, "Can We Count on
Perestroika?" which appeared in a 1988 issue
of Tikkun, Kassow investigates both the
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Opportunities Abound in the Career Development Center
By Ann Rittenbaum
Before taking your trip into career land,
you must explore the homeland and discover
how to prepare for a successful journey.
Where to go? See that lovely white house
down the street from Peirce and across the
street from the chapel? Yes, the one with the
acorn sign advertising the Career Development
Center (a.k.a. CDC). Friendly people with an
abundance of information serve as your
travel agents to ensure that your trip is suc-
cessful.
Before you pack your favorite clothes and
a good book, you need to discover where you
want to visit, how long you want to be there
and other extraneous but important infor-
mation. Don't worry about knowing exactly
what you want to do or where you want to do
it. Schedule an appointment with the Direc-
tor, Barbara Gensemer, or Assistant Direc-
tor, Hoyte Wilhelm, to discover what in-
terests and skills you have. Another possibili-
ty is to take an interest inventory: one offered
at the CDC and another at a white house
commonly known as the Health and Coun-
seling Center.
After you have some knowledge of your
own capabilities and interests, you still aren't
ready to buy your plane ticket. Time for
career exploration. It's a long term process of
investigation that involves frequently visiting
the CDC to see what is available. One of the
friendly travel agents, Karyn Sheffield-Jorda- n
advises that the sooner you start
looking, the better. The Center receives new
information daily.
Begin at the green shelves which contain
many booklets and directories that provide
descriptions of occupations. After browsing
for awhile, walk a few feet to the yellow
shelves which have ample material on sum-
mer jobs and internships. Although some pro-
grams may be dated a year or two ago, rest
assured that most are ongoing and the infor-
mation is still accurate. If you can't find
anything that interests you, consult a friendly
travel agent, such as Ms. Sheffield-Jorda- n,
who either has the information or will obtain
it for you.
Perhaps you would like to talk to people
who do the jobs you are reading about. That
too, is possible if you will take some time to
consult the blue notebooks which contain the
Kenyon Career Network. The Career Net-
work is a compilation of over 1800 alumni
who are willing to talk to students about their
Kassow to Discuss Soviet Reform
threats and opportunities created for the
U.S. by Gorbachev's glasnost program.. He
asks, "Gorbachev is a skillful and courageous
leader, but should we want him to succeed?"
While Kassow recognizes the enormous
popularity Gorbachev won during his recent
visits to the U.S. and through his support of
the INF treaty, he also warns that Soviet
reform could create an "unstable and un-
predictable Soviet Union with potentially ug-
ly consequences." Kassow recognizes that
glasnost is not an isolated idea formulated by
one man, but a cultural revolution with foun-
dations and support in the new developments
in Soviet media, urbanization, education,
professional groups, ad voluntary associa-
tions which greatly increase the potential suc-
cess of the movement.
see KASSOW page twelve
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careers.
This all sounds good but perhaps you are
tired of just reading about careers, you
would like some action. Make an appoint-
ment with the chief travel agent (the Direc-
tor), Barbara Gensemer, who will explain her
specialty, the Extern Program. This mini-tri- p
is available for sophomores and juniors and
involves shadowing a person whose career in-
terests you. The career possibilities are quite
extensive and vary from obstetrics to sales to
film. You can even choose whether to take
your week long trip in January, March, or
May.
Joan L. Slonczewski, assistant professor of
biology at Kenyon College, has been named a
silver medalist in the 1989 Professor of the
Year Program sponsored by the Council for
the Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE).
The award was presented to" Slonczewski
on Thursday, Oct. 19, by Reed S. Browning,
provost and acting president at Kenyon, and
Anne Ponder, academic dean at the college.
CASE, based in Washington, D.C., annually
salutes the nation's "extraordinary" pro-
fessors through the Professor of the Year
Program.
"This award means a great deal to me
because it says so much about Kenyon," says
Slonczewski. "The first day I had to teach a
class here six years ago, I wasn't sure I could
do it. Obviously, I've learned a lot from my
colleagues on the faculty I've learned from
the best."
In addition to her teaching career, Slonc-
zewski is an active researcher. During the
past several summers, she has shared her
research with Summer Science Scholars
Tania N. Gonzalez, a 1987 graduate and
Howard Hughes Fellowship recipient now
working toward a doctorate in molecular
biology at the University of California at
Berkeley; R. James Bingham, a 1989
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The necessary process to become an Extern
is actually quite simple. First, you must co-
mplete an Extern Registration Form and return
in to the CDC no later than Oct. 31. An
important deadline or else you miss the boat!
No exceptions! After you have done this,
simply consult with Ms. Gensemer who a-
ttempts to locate a sponsor for you. Then you
are essentially on your way.
The trip to career land is a serious one but
should be one you enjoy. Study the br-
ochures and talk to the travel agents now so
you will be ready to journey to an exotic
occupation later.
Slonczewski Awarded Silver Medal
graduate currently in medical school at Johns
Hopkins University; and Camille A.
LaCroix, a junior biology major from Boise,
Idaho. "They've made my research adve-
ntures possible," she says, adding that she is
grateful to all the students who have works!
in her laboratory.
Slonczewski is also an accomplished
writer. She recently published her third
science-fictio- n novel, The Wall Around Edtr,
(William Morrow, 1989). Her earlier novels
are A Door into Ocean (Arbor House, 19S6I.
w hich won the John W. Campbell Award for
best science fiction novel of the year, and
Still Forms on Foxfield (Ballantine, 1980).
On Saturday, Oct. 21, Slonczewski left for
a trip to Israel, where she will participate in a
conference on membrane physiology spo-
nsored by the U.S. -- Israeli Binational Founda
tion. An invited speaker at the meem:.
Slonczewski will deliver a lecture entitle:
"Acid- - and Base-Regulat- ed Genes it
Escherichia coli" on Thursday, Oct. 26.
A member of the Kenyon faculty sir.es
1984, Slonczewski is a 1977 magna cum laude
graduate of Bryn Mawr College, with honor-
is biology. She earned her doctorate frorr
Yale University, where she specialized it
microbiology and received a National I-
nstitutes of Health Research Service Award.
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Security Reports Incidents
In response to community interest, the
Security and Safety Department will provide
information regarding incidents that occur
0n campus and will offer suggestions and
reminders for crime prevention and personal
safety. The following are incidents that have
occurred since the beginning of the academic
year.
INCIDENTS ON CAMPUS
Sept. 7, 1:27 a.m. (Received a report of a
suspicious male in the New Apartments area.
Officers located male subject upon their arr-
ival. Subject was identified as a non-stude- nt,
removed from campus by the
Sheriff, and advised if he returned to campus
trespass charges will be filed against him.
Sept. 16, 2:56 a.m. Four students were conf-
ronted by a couple of male non-studen- ts
who reportedly verbally and physically
assaulted one of the students near the KC.
One of the students was able to get the license
number of the vehicle the non-studen- ts were
driving. Through a license check, the owner
of the vehicle has been identified and advised
not to return to campus or trespassing
charges will be filed through the Sheriffs
Department. The assaulted student elected
not to press charges against the individuals.
Sept. 18, 2:10 p.m. Received report of a
male solicitor in Caples Residence. Solicitor
located by officers and advised that he must
have permission to solicit on campus. Subject
was escorted from campus.
Sept. 21, 9:35 p.m. Report received of an in-
decent exposure in Upper Dempsey Hall by
the TV lounge in Peirce Hall. Male subject
was described as having short dark hair and
wearing only socks or shoes. A search of the
area was completed without locating the subj-
ect. Investigation is continuing.
Sept. 25, 9:42 p.m. Student reported that
she had been grabbed from behind by an
unknown male subject. The student reported
the incident occurred while she was walking
along Acland Street near the Health Service.
Student reported that the male was apparent-
ly scared off by two other people in the
distance and released her. Student was not
physically injured. Investigation is continu-
ing.
Sept. 25, 10:30 p.m. Two suspicious males
were reported in Bushnell Hall. Officer
arrived and observed a suspicious vehicle
leaving the area. Area checked and the males
were not located. At 10:47 p.m., two
suspicious males, matching the description of
the ones earlier in Bushnell, were reported as
now being in Norton Hall. Subjects were
located, identified as non-student- s, and ad-
vised that if they were found on campus
again that trespassing charges would be filed.
Subjects then left campus. Although this in-
cident and the previous one (Sept. 25, 9:42
p.m.) occurred on the same date, there is no
evidence to link the two incidents.
Oct. 1, 5:00 p.m. Students reported that
several items were taken from their New
Apartment. The value of the property was
estimated at $1,000. Students reported that
the property was apparently taken during the
night while they were sleeping as they had left
their exterior door unlocked. A report was
filed with the Knox County Sheriffs Depart-
ment. Investigation is continuing.
Oct. 19, 11:02 p.m. Received a bomb threat
at McBride Residence. Immediately prior to
evacuation, student admitted making a false
report.
SAFETY REMINDERS
When walking at night, walk in well lit areas.
If you ever feel uncomfortable walking by
yourself, please contact Security and Safety
at ext. 5109 for an escort.
KEEP YOUR ROOM, APARTMENT,
AND HOUSE DOORS LOCKED AT ALL
TIMES: Theft and other criminal activity can
happen during a brief moment. Do not give
someone the chance to make you a victim.
Les Belles Soeurs Opens Celebration
Last weekend Michel Tremblay's Les
Mies Soeurs opened the celebration of the
20th anniversary of women at Kenyon. This
as a very appropriate show with a cast comp-
rised of 15 women. The best part of the
show were the choral numbers with the
"Bingo chorus" the most notable.
Les Belles Soeurs is about a woman named
Cermaine who wins a million trading stamps
anci decides to invite all of her friends and
sisters to paste stamps for her. All the guests
end up stealing all of the stamps from Cer-
maine. All that is except for Pierrette, the
youngest sister who has "lost her soul" in a
"ight club. The play is an accurate depiction
f lower middle class life in Montreal circa
1968.
All of the actresses give convincing por-''aya- ls
of their characters, yet there were a
few notable performances. Meg Paczak, who
Played Rose, Germaine's sister, gave an
outstanding performance depicting a woman
ho is quite closed-minde- d and hypocritical.
Sre states that she is tired of sex, but has it
forced upon her by her husband every night
she sarcastically imitates someone who is
Wite sexually oriented. Unfortunately, Pac- -
is not too convincing in her sarcasm
because her expressions show that the
character definitely enjoys sex.
Other outstanding performances are by
Laura Porter-Jone- s who turns in an outstan-
ding portrayal of a 93-year-- old woman who
only wants to be cared for and wants atten-
tion. Brenda McElroy also gives a grand per-
formance of Pierrette who is frowned upon
by everyone but the young women, and hap-
pens to be the best person of the bunch.
Other outstanding performances were by
Missy McGary who played Germaine and
Mandy Neff, who played a very proper
Rheauna.
The set also added to the production with
the truly unattractive qualities of the floor,
and all of the furniture. The Venetian blinds
in the rear of the set were very useful in show-
ing the apartment style of living in a large city
and made very effective projection screens
during the "Bingo" chorus. The lights also
emphasized the grotesque qualities of the
characters and in general added to the play.
One part, during one of the choral numbers,
drew attention away from the action. The
lights coming up, evidently signifying the
television, seemed to detract rather than add
to the action and could have easily been left
out. The costumes were marvelous; complete-
ly adding to the characters. The hair styles
were wonderfully ugly showing the hideous-nes- s
of the characters in full resplendence.
Although there were areas that I disagreed
with, .the play, should definitely be seen.
ma
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By John Roman
As I sat down to write this piece, I noticed
a letter to the editor addressing many of the
same topics that I have set out to analyze.
Kurt Fliegauf, the letter's author, discusses
my primary concern, academics, very elo-
quently. Though, perhaps, he doesn't go far
enough.
This year, the administration has embark-
ed Kenyon on an odyssey through the
theoretics of liberal education. While presen-
ting the student body with a thoughtful ex-
amination of our social situation, the ad-
ministration has mistaken the trees for the
forest. While spirited debate as to what con-
stitutes the healthiest social atmosphere is im-
portant, it certainly shouldn't be of primary
importance.
Most students enroll at Kenyon because it
offers an unique educational experience. Ap-
plying standards appropriate to other institu-
tions to Kenyon produces only an exercise in
theoretics. It does not create an educational
environment more suited and more reward-
ing to those who would and have chosen to
attend Kenyon.
And while this discourse continues, Ken-
yon slips further behind those schools it seeks
to emulate.
Academic education must be the priority
of any educational institution. Through the
fog of discussion that surrounds Kenyon this
year, this fact is entirely obscured. It is in-
disputable that the selectivity of a college is
reflected in its acceptance rates and its SAT
or ACT scores. However unfair or arbitrary
these numbers may be, they are the criteria
that prospective students and employers use
to evaluate a college's standing within the
academic community. Using these criteria,
one must place Kenyon within the ranks of
the second-rat- e.
There seems to be an obvious solution. In-
stead of using the same criteria in choosing
new students year after year, Kenyon should
appreciably raise these standards, even if this
yields a much smaller class. Doing this would
only benefit the college. While not only im-
proving academic standards within the Ken-
yon community and the academic communi-
ty at large, students would also regain the op-
portunity to enroll in the classes they desire.
The college would have room to attract a
more diverse class, and the highly tauted
housing problem would immediately
diminish in magnitude.
Perhaps Kenyon could also spearhead the
effort to control spiralling tuition. More than
two dozen public institutions are ranked as
equals with Kenyon. Why attend an expen
Hmns from
own
sive private college when
.
an equivalent
education can be found at public schools for
a markedly lower price? Further, Kenyon's
skyrocketing tuition has produced only
negligible improvements in both quality of
education and student life in general.
Last year, there was concern that the
release of the Commission's report would
create a volatile atmosphere within the stu-
dent body. While this has not materialized,
perhaps a more dangerous situation has in-
stead emerged. The current relationship be-
tween the student body and the administra-
tion can only be described as antagonistic,
and it is deteriorating from there.
While examination and discussion of Ken-
yon's future, with regard to housing and
social life, is an important task, it must be
done with specific attention to those issues
that most affect students currently enrolled.
Considering the lack of student support for
the commission's report, it is easy to view the
report as sanctimonious and condescending.
This is doubly so considering that the presi-
dent, with whom ultimate responsibility for
decision and implementation rests, isn't even
here to listen to the discussion.
This attitude toward students is also
reflected in the administrations stance on
discipline. Current policies of punishment
and retribution in terms of fines and suspen-
sions must give way to a policy of retribution,
perhaps through community service. This
would seem to present a more liberal perspec-
tive. Security, the most obvious branch of the
administration, presents the most discourag-
ing example of current policies. One would
like to think that security exists on this cam-
pus to protect students from outside evils.
Sadly, it is probably more realistic to believe
that they are here in such -- overwhelmingly
large numbers to police the students and pro-
tect the community from our evils. A
somewhat perplexing situation when one
considers whose wallets support these
Kenyon College is a good school with
generally happy, responsible and well-adjust- ed
students. However, it is distressing
that a school trapped in academic limbo
doesn't promote discourse on this aspect of
its future. It is even more distressing that in
this situation the administration and its
charges continue to develop an ever more
hostile relationship.
The administration has the power to con-
trol the college's direction regardless of stu-
dent opinion. They also have the ability to be
supportive. Perhaps the latter would be more
constructive policy.
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Crockett Shares Nature of Her Art
By Elise McMuIlin
Clara Crockett is visiting Kenyon twice this
semester. She gave a lecture about perfor-
mance art on Oct. 19 and plans on returning
to campus Nov. 9 to present a piece. Crockett
has received an Ohio Arts Council grant and
is a member of both the New Directions
News Media Performance Art Series in In-
diana and the Hallway Center for Contem-
porary Art in Buffalo. For eight years she has
been writing, producing and performing all
of her own pieces.
She opened her discourse with a descrip-
tion of the nature of life for a performing ar-
tist who makes her home in Columbus, Ohio.
In order to be aware of current events in the
genre and to make reasonable estimations of
what to do with herself as an artist, she must
do extensive reading. Most notably, she reads
High Performance, Drama Review and The
Village Voice.
She describes performance art as a
response to the distance between the artist
and the community, more or less intended to
obliterate the distances between self and self.
It gives hope for a transfiguration to a more
sublime understanding or feeling. The pieces
an artist produces are products of a journey
away from society. The artist steps away
from subjective membership in society to
look back and assess. The artist explores dif-
ferences and shares those perceptions
through the work. The very creating and
presenting of these perceptions becomes
another land mark in the journey as the artist
draws from the experience of expressing ex-
perience. Curiosity motivates the artist and,
in performance art, the human body is the
crux of communication of the artist's reality.
Crockett stressed that there are no boundaries to
this search and communication because there
are no boundaries on curiosity.
One of Crockett's pieces is entitled
"Fable." She conceived it after hearing about
a bag lady. This woman was from an upper
middle class background. She was well
educated, but had no goals, at least in the
sense that society thinks of goals. Crockett
made use of her empathy for and concept of
this individual to create "Fable," just as ar-
tists draw variously on politics, ecology and
literature. In performance art, anything is
fair game.
One of the central questions which con-
cerns her is whether a work has to be docu-
mented to be considered art. If one performs
a specific action every day and never tells
anyone is it art? Does there have to be a
receiving eye? An eye with the knowledge
that the action can be interpreted as art?
Such questions remain unresolved not only
for her, but for the artistic community in
general.
In her work Crockett proceeds by focuss-
ing herself inward and performing in a
trance-lik- e way. She attempts to create a total
experience through complete subjectivity.
She finds it very useful to keep a journal to
detail her experiences and impressions for use
in her work. Along with this, she considers
the theater as a magical space one rich with
creative potential and intent.
Crockett went on to relate the work of ma-
jor artists in the field. One artist lives his life
as he lives his work. For him there is no
separation between the artist and the man.
He apparently has no concept of time.
Viewers enter and leave the theater as he con-
tinues his dance and eventually collapses, ex-
hausted. Another artist had herself photo-
graphed in the nude, covered with snakes for
a particular piece. Another had herself roped
to a man who she did not touch for seven
years. These pieces each have their own in-
tents, yet they share the exploration of mean-
ings through experience, and through using
themselves as the crucible of the experience.
Keep in mind when Crockett returns to
campus that the object of performance art is
not for the viewers to judge whether it initial-
ly strikes them as good or bad, but rather to
ask themselves if the experience leads to a
change. In this way we share in the artist's
journey, the distance between us is decreased
and the artist succeeds in her objective.
Flowers & Gifts
10728 Kenyon Road Rt. 308 P.O. Box 54
Marie Dulaney. Owner 427-287- 6 Gambier, Ohio 43022 427-330- 0
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"Close as your phone or a ten-minu- te walk."
1-800-52-
1-0281
Free Delivery to the College
Offer flowers, plants, balloon,
and FTD service.
Subscribe to the (Enllnjtau .
Have Kenyon's own weekly newspaper delivered to your
home. 25 issues for only $22.00. Send checks to:
The Kenyon Collegian
Kenyon College
Gambier, OH 43022
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Chasers Entertain a full house in Rosse Hall. First number led by soloist Rob Endsall.
COSMETICS
Proudly serving you with the follow-
ing: Basic Skin Care Products, Nail-Car- e,
Hair Care, Fragrances for Men
& Women, and Clamour items.
Gift wrapping and deliveryshipping
available. Student discounts also
available.
Call or write for free brochures,
facials, or nail care instructions. Phone
after 6:00 p.m. on weekdays, VISA
Mastercard welcome.
Ada Jacobs, Mary Kay Beauty consul-
tant, at 427-333- 7, Box 565, Gambier,
41022.
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Help Recycle
The Kenyon Environmental Com-
mittee desperately needs help with
recycling as the attendance dwindles
and the number of recyclables in-
creases. We can be found every Satur-
day at the Brooklyn Street garage from
10 to noon. The garage is located on
Brooklyn Street past The Pirate's Cove
and the fire station, on the right hand
side, before the Wiggin Street School
playground. It cannot be emphasized
enough how much we need YOUR
help. Recyclables don't just get pro-
cessed by themselves. It takes people
power, it takes energy and action, it
takes YOU. Please come down on a
Saturday and be a part of it! Act local-
ly! Remember, many hands make light
work! ,;( .;
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UPSET! Lords End Allegheny's 17-Ga- me Winning Streak
By Chris Minister
"It gets us one step closer to what our goal
been over the past three years. We wanted
0 have a shot at winning the league champi-
onship and now we actually do have a
'-ha-
nce
."-se- nior left guard Brian Allen, on
he importance of beating Allegheny in his
nior year.
Allegheny started out from its own 30 with
i .. -- - a in id tu..
illSt 3 secoiius lcuiainuig, uumi 17-1- 0. nicy
j3d 37 ticks of the clock to undo the un-
liable, at leasrin their eyes.
A quick glance towards the Kenyon
.jjelines told everyone in attendance that this
ame, and Allegheny's 17-ga- me NCAC win
ireak, would soon end.
Il wasn't an arrogant gesture. All the
havers and coaches held hands above their
fads, clasped together. No, not arrogance,
'lit pride. Pride and spirit beat the Gators on
heir home field last Saturday. Kenyon's
19--
18 victory on Saturday was, in the words
if Head Coach Jim Meyer, "the greatest win
1 Kenyon history."
Kenyon, on a cold, damp day in Meadville,
Pennsylvania, showed that the unthinkable
-- as doable.
The Lords had defense (two consecutive
ill down stonewallings), and the Lords had
iTense (did someone say "The Drive?").
What preceded Allegheny's last, desperate
10, futile) attempt for a miracle, which
iould deny a Kenyon miracle of sorts, was a
ienyon drive of its own; Yes, the Lords now
--
.ave their version of the "drive."
With 4:02 left in the fourth quarter, Kena-
n started from its own 39, down 18-1- 2.
leighton began his assault on Allegheny's
::fense with a 9-ya- rd toss to Ted Taggart (6
Jiches, 60 yards), followed by a gain of 22
.
irds to Sean McCabe, a catch that Chris
"raghton described as "a huge catch. He
tind of curled in and turned it up for ten
ore yards."
McCabe enjoyed a successful day. For a
;ht end, a phenomenal day. His 10 catches
"ar 118 yards paced the receivers on Satur-- k
"He caught everything thrown to him,"
aid Creighton. His big play brought the
--
ords to Allegheny's 27.
Two short gains on the ground, and a
--
reighton incomplete, left Kenyon with the
ivotal play of the game. Fourth and four
Mm Allegheny's 22 was what lied ahead for
on.
Creighton had to call a timeout. "I knew
lis was too huge. All the way over to the
Wines I was thinking quarterback draw."
tod so it was.
Creighton saw a lot of green, to the tune of
14 yards and a first and goal. "I knew it was
going to work and I felt so devastated by my
interception that I wanted to do it."
Creighton had thrown an interception at
Allegheny's 25 that led to a long drive, put-
ting Allegheny ahead 18-1- 2.
Kenyon stood at a 2nd and goal on the
Gators' 1. Just one yard away from the go-ahe- ad
score. No time for miscues, right?
"Actually, it was a misalignment," com-
mented Creighton. "It was a wing left and
Teddy went over there, too." With "their
whole family," as Creighton put it, he called
a 48-pitc- h, going to the right. And so Reed
(who scored all of the Lord touchdowns on
the day) was in the right, and in the clear for
Kenyon's tying points.
All that remained was the extra point. Paul
Becker had two things to say for his effort to
put the Lords ahead for good: "I was confi-
dent", and, "I was ing nervous." He was,
in addition to all that, right down the middle
for Kenyon. There it is, Kenyon's "drive"
now complete.
However, it was the drives that Allegheny
had to begin the game that were dominating
the first quarter. All three of their drives
began in Kenyon territory. Allegheny came
away with no points.
"After the first quarter, we knew it was
just another team," said Bob Nagucki. Their
first drive started from Kenyon's 46, offf of a
Reed fumble. Kenyon held, and Allegheny's
37-ya-
rd field goal attempt was no good. Ken-
yon defense 1, Allegheny offense 0.
When Allegheny took the ball down to
Kenyon's 6, it appeared content with a short
field goal attempt. As the play unfolded, you
knew appearance was not reality and Alle-
gheny looked for a receiver in the end zone.
Kenyon defense 2, Gators 0.
Kenyon then unveiled a little wrinkle of its
own: the no-hudd- le offense. Creighton
managed to hit every receiver on an 80-ya- rd
drive that put Kenyon ahead 6-- 0. McCabe
had four catches, Taggart two and Lontchar
had one. "As a defense, you cannot stop all
of Ted, Mark and Sean and a running game."
Two decisive moments occurred early on in
the third quarter, both registered by the
defense. Allegheny came out and attempted a
4th and 6 from Kenyon's 37. "It was a play-actio- n-
fake," said senior linebacker Steve
Baldwin. The pass fell incomplete, and this
play might have served to describe the Lord
defense on Saturday.
"They the defensive backs played pass
first and let us play the run. It was the key to
not giving up the big play." Bob Nagucki
echoed that statement. "We're trusting each
other, and we knew everyone else was doing
their job."
History was soon repeated, as the Gators
didn't seem to trust Kenyon's fourth down
defense. On their very next series, they went
for a 4th and 2 from the 24. They ventured to
run the left side, where they met Baldwin,
Joe St. Julian and Mike Menges. "It was a
fullback offset, and I beat that block," recall-
ed Baldwin. "St. Julian forced them back in
and Menges was coming from the inside as
well."
Kenyon was playing against a very tired
defense in that second half. "I'd look into
their eyes . . . and it was not aggressive and it
was not confident," said Creighton. "It was
tired and it was guessing."
Towards the end of the third quarter, Ken-
yon went on a long march of 13 plays, but it
was a short drive, using only 3:03. It was that
no-hudd- le offense that was taking the wind
out of the Gator sails. To counter this,
Allegheny used a form of the Bear "46",
which inevitably meant man-to-ma- n coverage
on the corners.
Creighton, on a 2nd and 10 from the 25,
was looking at the single coverage on Tag-
gart. "It was one-on-o- ne on the corners and I
threw it to his outside shoulder pretty deep."
As Taggart and the defender fought for the
ball, Kenyon retained possession at the Gator
1. Reed's second touchdown of the game put
Kenyon up 12-- 3.
As good as a team as Allegheny is, you
knew they would mount a charge. They used
two long drives to take the lead, but that final
drive of Kenyon's was the difference.
"The story of the game was the offensive
line," said Creighton. "It was like playing
skeletal playing without def. linemen.
Anybody could have done it."
"Our game plan was to create inconsisten-
cy in their offense ... we did't expect to stop
them play-to-play- ," said Nagucki. It was in
that manner that the Lords played their ag-
gressive defense on Saturday. They held the
best offense in the NCAC to a field goal for
three quarters. Five players (Menges,
Baldwin, Steve Kubinski, Ryan Wilde and
Duff Berschback) all had tackles in the dou-
ble digits. Let's hear it for "Team Defense a la
Lords."
Women's Soccer Splits; Looks to Better .500 Mark
By Pete Horn
The Kenyon Ladies soccer squad is
finishing up an up and down season next
week as it faces Wittenberg in its final NCAC
game. They end the season with Adrian next
week.
Yesterday, the Ladies went up against
league powt-rhous- e Ohio Wesleyan. Wesleyan
is considered by many to be one of the
strongest teams in the conference and the
Ladies expected a brawl going into the game.
Last Wednesday, the squad faced off
against the Big Red of Denison University.
Unfortunately, the Ladies simply could not
defeat Denison and lost 2-- 1. Kenyon's lone
goal came from the foot of Jen Dempsey.
The Ladies next travelled to face Mount
Union. The Lady booters expected a real bat-
tle and they got one. Kenyon prevailed,
Field Hockey Eyes Record Season
By Andy Meehan and John Lombardi
flie Kenyon women's field hockey team
Winues to win. The latest victims were
flin and Hope Colleges. The Oberlin
fie last Wednesday saw the Ladies soundly
;;feat the Yeowomen 3-- 1. Once again, the
ftnse was led by the Freshman Forwards as
Melissa Wood and Stacy Smiar scored the
5 two goals. Betsy Jennings scored the
"al tally as time expired. Much revelry oc-re- d
on the ride home and the Ladies arriv-i- n
Gambier with many stories.
The next day, Kenyon left for the great
ate of Michigan to take on the team fromV College. In a game played in intense
''d and snowy conditions, Melissa Wood
eeded in putting the orange ball past the
Pe goalie once in regulation time. In the
overtime period, with the ball now a day-glo- w
yellow, Jennings came through with the
game winner. This victory raises Kenyon's
season record to 10-3- -1 overall, 6-3- -1 in con-
ference play.
Yesterday, the Ladies played an" extremely
important home game against the Big Red of
Denison University. Unfortunately, as this
article is being written the day before the
game we do not know the results. What we
do know is that the game was played with a
charitable spirit. Members of the squad took
pledges based upon the number of goals
scored against Denison. The proceeds will go
to the American Red Cross to aid the victims
of the California earthquake. It is still not
too late to make a pledge to one of the
members on the team.
Ed. Note: The Ladies beat Denison by a
1-
-0 score, and should get an NCAA bid.
though, in a hard fought match, 1- -0. The
lone scoring strike of the game came in spec-
tacular fashion as Thea Runyon headed the
ball to Dempsey allowing her to score her se-
cond goal in as many games. The win snap
ped the Ladies three-gam- e losing streak and
upped their record going into yesterday's
match to 7-7- -2, and in the conference the
Ladies mark stood at 2-3-- 1.
On Saturday, the Ladies will be squaring
off in their final conference game of the year
as they face Wittenberg away. The Lady
Tigers are playing in their inaugural season in
the conference. However, Kenyon can expect
a dogfight from the Tigers. The Ladies will
be looking to shut down All-Ohi- o player
Melissa Must, who powers the Tigers squad.
The Ladies will finish the season next
Wednesday as they face non-conferen- ce op-
ponent Adrian at home to close out the
season. Little is known about Adrian but the
team seems to be expecting a tough game.
In looking towards the season's end, Leigh
"Animal" Roberts commented on how the
team will keep its self psyched for the final
two games. "I believe that our spiritual leader
Bangoo will pull us through the rest of the
season." Roberts also commented on how
much Coach Paul Wardlaw has helped the
team to excel this season." Paul is god. If it
weren't for his guidance, I don't think we
could make it through the day."
So as the Ladies look towards the end of
an up and down season, they are hoping to
finish off the year with two strong victories
and have moments going into the crucial off-
season period.
V
The Ladies travel lo lake on Wittenberg on Sal.
SCHEDULE
Homecoming Events
Saturday
Football v, Wooster, 1:30 p.m.
Men's Soccer v. Wittenberg, 3:00 p.m.
Baseball v. Alumni, 11:00 a.m.
Men's Rugby v. Denison, 1:30 p.m.
Women's Rugby v. Oberlin, 1:30 p.m.
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Kenyon To Induct Five Into Athletic Hall of FameJ wini . American honors, eight in individual and car to meet the L
Kenyon will induct five of its great athletes
of the past into the Kenyon Athletic Associa-
tion Hall of Fame on Saturday, October 28.
These stellar athletes include George W.
Eagon '38 and Lawrence H. Witner '69,
swimming; Eppa Rixey III '49, basketball;
Mark P. Leonard 76, baseball, basketball,
and football; and Elizabeth Ann Batchelder
Boring '84, cross country, swimming, and
track and field.
One of the pioneers of Kenyon swimming,
Eagon was a member of the Lords' first swim
team. He participated in the first three Ohio
Athletic Conference (OAC) Championships
and won eight conference titles, five in indiv-du- al
and three in relay events. His title-winni- ng
events included the 50-- and 100-yar- d
freestyle and the 220- - and 440-yar- d freestyle
relay.
Eagon was not only on Kenyon's first swim
team; the 1938 team captain was a member of
the Lords' first undefeated team and first
OAC Championship team. Eagon's senior
year was the Lords' best, as the squad finish-
ed with an 1 1- -0 record and won its first OAC
title. Kenyon had prepared the year before by
placing second in the OAC and posting a
record of 5-2- -1.
Eagon graduated from Kenyon with a
degree in biology. The Fremont, Ohio, native
attended the Kirksville College of Osteopathy
and Surgery. He is now retired from his prac-
tice as an osteopathic physician and surgeon.
He and his wife, Phyllis, make their home in
Portland, Oregon. They have a son, J. Ken-
yon Eagon, and a daughter, Mary Jane Er- -
Rixey is one of Kenyon's basketball
legends. Known as the "Gambier Sky-
scraper," Rixey was Kenyon's first "big
man," standing 6'6" tall. But he was known
for more than his size: he could put points on
the scoreboard. Kenyon's first player to
break the 1,000-care- er point barrier, Rixey
completed his four-yea- r career with 1,302
points for an average of 17.4 points per
game. He ranks tenth on Kenyon's All-Ti- me
Scorers List.
Rixey's junior year, when he was the na-
tion's second-leadin- g scorer with an average
of 25.0 points per game (550 total), was his
best. He gave the Lords' opponents a rest the
next year and only scored 385 points, 21 .8 per
game.
His accomplishments were not overlooked:
Rixey was named to the AU-OA- C team three
times. He was named All-Oh- io twice and in
1948 was named All-Midwe- st. Rixey was
drafted by the Baltimore Bullets of the Na-
tional Basketball Association, but he decided
not to pursue a career in the pros. A versatile
athlete, Rixey earned 11 varsity letters in
baseball, basketball, football, golf, and track
and field.
Rixey earned his degree in economics.
After graduation, he returned home to Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, and is now the owner and
president of the Eppa Rixey Insurance Agen-
cy. He and his wife, Nancy, have two sons,
Eppa and Jim.
Witner, both an All-Americ- an and a na-
tional champion, was one of Kenyon's great
swimmers. In four years, he earned 17 All- -
Yes, There is Sailing at Kenyon
By Pieter Wernink
Kenyon sailing got off to a slow start this
fall, but was still able to race in three regat-
tas. Last spring the team graduated many of
its star sailors, like John Faus and Chip
Rome, to leave a void that needed to be filled
fast. Hilary Davis, the race team captain,
would try to initiate a new team of die-heart- ed
sailors.
The first regatta was at Kent State. The
team sent Hilary, James Fleming & John
Blowjer as its A-bo- at, and Adam Bleifeld
and Jeniffer Bowman for the B-bo- at. The
team did quite well, considering not practic-
ing prior to the race. The A-bo- at finished
fifth overall out of nine teams, and the
B-b-
oat finished third overall. The combined
finish was a fourth, unfortunately not grant-
ing them any prizes.
OSU was the second stop for the Kenyon
sailing team. This was the largest showing at
the OSU regatta as 15 teams showed up,
including some power house like Michigan,
Notre Dame, and Bowling Green. Kenyon's
own Hilary was unable to make the regatta,
but sent Ally Slevin (veteran sailor from Kent
School) as the A-bo- at skipper. Her crew con-
sisted of Sarah Gimble and Ally's roommate
Suzie. The B-bo- at was represented by Adam
(once again) and as his crew James Fleming
and Jen Bowman. Adam was quoted as say-
ing, "we saigled very well given all of the
schools are really challenging." They were
able to scrape together a ninth overall during
the two day regatta.
The last stop on the Kenyon season was
Cincinnati. This weekend started with a snow
storm and the whole team hoping the race
would be called due to the cold. This was not
the case, and they endured the three-hou- r trip
down the Cowen Lake. When they got there,
ihey found the perfect sailing conditions: 60
degrees, 25 knot wind, and sunshine.
The A-bo- at was skippered by Ally Slevin
.A
1 '1i I i
j
and crewed by the veteran Pieter Wernink.
The B-bo- at once again was skippered by
Adam, and this time his crew was Eleanor
Jewitt. During the pre-rac- e tactical
maneuvers, Ally & Pieter were the first to
capsize. This did not stop them from destroy-
ing the fleet in the first race, finishing third
out of nine. They led in the second race
until the last mark, where they hit the mark,
leading them to finish dead last.
The B-bo- at did not even get to race. Dur-
ing the start of the first race, the Miami boat
hit Adam causing his boat serious damage
and consequently sinking it. The regatta had
to be cancelled due to the extreme conditions
(gusts of 30 knots) and the failing boats.
Three out of the nine boats had to be retired
after four races due to equipment failures (in-
cluding Kenyon's).
Thank you Stewart Fitzgibbon for driving
the team down to Cowen lake and all the
moral support or share.
With the season ending, there are some
organizational changes that might enable the
team to do better next spring. Hilary Davis
has resigned as the team captain, to be filled
by Adam Bleifeld. The second semester races
will be scheduled this winter, and Adam ex-
pects the spring time to be very exciting.
nine in relay events. His national title came as
a member of the 400-yar- d medley relay team
in 1969. He also won 15 OAC titles, nine in-
dividual and 6 relay. Only two swimmers
have won more conference titles: Richard
James 74 and Gregg Parini '82, each with 17.
When the honors started coming Witner's
way, they did not stop. He was a two-ye- ar
recipient of the Daniel G. Ray Memorial
Award as the Lords' most valuable swimmer,
in 1968 and 1969, and in 1969 also received
the Stephen E. Bennett Memorial Award as
the outstanding senior on the Lords' team.
The team captain was also presented with the
Jess Willard Falkenstine Award as Kenyon's
outstanding student-athlet- e in 1969. That
same year he was named Kenyon's Male
Athlete of the Year.
A native of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, Witner
graduated cum laude with a degree in
economics. He earned his first law degree at
the University of Akron and his second
degree at George Washington University. He
is currently a tax attorney and a professor at
the University of Baltimore. He and his wife,
Eileen, have a daughter, Loren, and a son,
Bryce.
Leonard has been called a "Lord for all
seasons." He earned 12 varsity letters, in
baseball, basketball, and football, and was
also the team captain in each of the three
sports. But Leonard was more than versatile;
he was good. In fact, he was a first-tea- m All-Americ- an
in football in 1975. He was also
named to the All-OA- C team four times,
twice in baseball and twice in football. The
College recognized Leonard's prowess on the
athletic fields when it chose him as the Male
Athlete of the Year in 1976.
One of the most unique days of Leonard's
career occurred on December 6, 1975. On
that day, he competed in the fourth annual
All-Ohi- o Shrine Bowl in Columbus, which
featured the top senior football players in the
state. When it ended, Leonard jumped into a
L
V
ords basketball team -
Ashland College, where they battled to ;
65-6- 1 overtime victory. Just an ordinary d;
for a Kenyon athlete, right? Well there
more. Leonard played both games in tt.
entirety and once again excelled. Hefc;-on- e
of the finest basketball games of it-caree- r,
scoring 13 points and grabbing 6 rt
bounds.
Leonard left his mark on Kenyon athletic
and still holds the College records in baseti
for most home runs in a career, with nine
and in a season, with seven. In football, ik
tight end caught 84 catches for 1,174 yard
and seven touchdowns. In basketball, he
scored 693 points in 93 games for a 7.2 pts .
per-gam- e average.
Kenyon's fifth inductee, Boring, will w
be attending the ceremony. She and her hu-
sband, Barry, are currently in Mahe in the
Seychelles Islands, 1,000 miles east of the
Kenya coast, serving in the Peace Corp
However, her induction will be celebrate
when she returns to the country in 1990 or
1991.
Boring's achievements were so great she
could not be overlooked as a selection to ike
1989 Hall of Fame. She is Kenyon's first arc
only athlete to earn All-Americ- an honors e
two sports, swimming and track. She was i
17-ti- me All-Americ- an in swimming, earnir,;
honors in four individual and 13 relay eents
She was also a two-tim- e national relay chare-pio- n,
in the 200- - and 400-yar- d freestyle relay
Additionally, she won 13 state and coc
ference titles, four in individual and nine:
relay events.
Boring earned 1 All-Americ- an honor t
track and field as a member of the 4 x lt(
relay team in 1984. She was also named All-Ohi- o
in cross coutry and selected as one o:
only 60 runners to represent the United State
in a series of international cross country rac
in Australia in 1984.
see HALL OF FAME page twelve
7 OiCE AWE FOIL. ALL
THE. UWWSJHAEb CEMTTWioEUGBYGAfAE.
NOT o4 AfcE tv. MoTou wifco KlOTo cua atcu.r TV.
LIVE AT Kenyon TOY FEB
--nm AToiUS Oct. 28th, 1:30 p.m.
BE TH ERE- -
;unj0r Chelsea Andrus and Jane Gerace who
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Volleyball Looks to Crush Naz and Muskies Tonight
By Scott Jarrett
The Ladies volleyball team continued a
winning week last Saturday afternon by
defeating Oberlin College 15-- 6, 10-1- 5, 15-- 8.
Earlier in the day the squad overwhelmed
ne(V NCAC rival Wittenberg, 15-1- 2, 15-- 8.
On Tuesday the team split matches, conq-
uering Otterbein, 15-1- 1, 15-- 7, then losing to
Baldwin-Wallac- e,
6-1- 5, 11-1- 5.
Leading the way for the team throughout
ihe week was junior co-capta- in Judy Hruska
with 32 kills, 47 digs, and 23 solo blocks, in-
cluding 10 in the victory over Oberlin.
Also providing sparks for the Ladies were
each served 100 for the week, and
freshman Kelly Raymond and junior co-capta- in
Jennifer Hirsh who combined for 61
assists over the four matches.
In addition, freshman Vicki Rammel pro-
vided defensive support with 35 digs for the
week.
Commented Hirsh, "It was good for the'
team to win two on Saturday, because it gave
us confidence that we can be winning two
matches in a tri-matc- h.
Referring to those wins student assistant
coach Todd Behrendt remarked, "Our net
play was as good as it's been all season. A lit-
tle concentration and communication and we
Mixed Results For X-- C at Invite
By Charles Huh
Although a tune-u- p race for most runners,
the Kenyon Invitational held last Saturday
was important to many of the Lords and
Ladies because it determined who would get
io run in the conference meet next week. The
lop seven runners from each team, which
make up the varsity team, will get to repres-
ent Kenyon at conference.
In a cold and muddy race, the Ladies came
in second out of eight teams while the Lords
placed sixth. The top seven for the Lords
ere senior Paul Worland, who was the fift-
eenth runner to cross the tape, out of 81 runn-
ers; senior Ken Wempe, who placed 20th;
seniors Jeff Hilberg and Matt Olson,
reshman Mike Blake, and sophomores Mark
Vacha and Scott Jarrett.
The top seven runners for the Ladies were
sophomore Kara Berghold, who came in sec-
ond with a time of 19:41; freshman Kelley
Wilder, who placed fourth with a 20:25;
senior Sue Melville, sophomore Jill Korosec,
Anne McKay Farrell, Jessica Ginsberg, and
Kristina Baker. Tracey Fatzinger did not run
due to illness but is still on the varsity team.
Temperatures were in the 40's and a thin
layer of snow covered the course the morning
of the race, yet the times for both teams were
faster by about "one to three minutes", ac-
cording to coach Duane Gomez's calcula-
tion. Showing their competitiveness and
desire to make varsity, "runners on both
teams ran well" said Gomez.
"Runners six through ten all had close
times," observed Gomez. "If we ran this meet
again, we would probably have a different
varsity team." Because this race was a tune-u- p
to conference, Gomez told his runners
"not to kill themselves". But everyone knew
that this was an important meet for the run-
ners and that this was the race where they
"had to perform".
Looking towards the conference meet this
Saturday, Gomez is hoping that his runners
will go out strong. "They shouldn't go out
too fast, but they should stay in the lead
pack."
should be ready for the NCAC tournament."
Head coach Gretchen Weitbrecht reviewed
the week positively, as the team raised its
overall record to 19-1- 3 and 4-- 2. "It's good to
have everyone back," said Weitbrecht, noting
the fact that the Ladies were having some in-
jury and sickness problems just two weeks
ago.
Still, Weitbrecht feels the squad has not
reached its full playing potential. "In-
dividually, people are playing well, but we
still need to find the ingredient to make us
come together as a team."
That "ingredient", says Weitbrecht, is "the
mental aspect," noting that the Ladies just
need to concentrate more during matches.
The squad's true test, both mentally and
physically, comes tonight at Tomsich Arena,
as the Ladies face local rival Mount Vernon
Nazarene and Ohio powerhouse Muskingum.
Both matches will be an excellent indica-
tion of the team's abilities heading into this
weekend's final encounter with league com-
petitors, as the team will face Denison and
Earlham Saturday in Indiana.
"Our players are going to have to be highly
motivated," says Weitbrecht, recognizing the
fact that the Nazarene match is always great
because of "closeness" and the familiarity
that the two teams have to each other.
On the other hand, Muskingum is ranked
third in the NCAA region and comes into
o
The Ladies travel to the Akron Invitational this weekend.
Gambier with a 30-- 3 record.
"I think it's just a really important time for
our team to come together. We'll just have to
take it one game at a time," says Weitbrecht.
So while you're attempting to allow this
ARA meal to settle and procrastinating work
you can save until this weekend anyway, stop
down at Ernst tonight at 6:30 p.m. and cheer
the Ladies to victory in this season's final
homestand.
Add juniors Gerace and Hruska, "Come or
die."
Soccer Revived With Tough Wins
By Jeff Kallet
The Lords were victorious in both of their
games last week, defeating NCAC rival
Denison 1- -0, and winning the battle of Knox
County against the Naz 2-- 1. With two games
remaining the soccer team has a chance to
Sophomore Mills Draws Praise as Soccer Leader
By Scott Jarrett
If you have attended any of the Lords' socc-
er games lately and have wondered where
the sweet, lucid British accent was coming
from, the source has undoubtedly been
sophomore Kevin Mills, a mainstay on the
varsity squad since his freshman year.
Born in Langley, England, Mills views his
college education as an opportunity for a
change. "I just wanted to do something diff-
erent, and studying in America is what I
anted to do," says Mills.
Attending Kenyon without seeing it in pers-
on, Mills had to rely on recommendation
and brochures. Still, Mills says he has "no
regrets."
In terms of academics and athletics, he
discerns drastic contrasts between the United
States and England. Comments Mills, "Here,
things are based on continual assessment
-- continual tests and continual papers,
hereas in England it's just a case of basica-
lly one exam at the end of one or two years.
'ou just have one shot."
Consequently, Mills describes his new
system of studying as much different, as he
as accustomed to letting things go for a
Me, then doing one week's worth of intense
ork. .
Comparing the two systems, he feels that
'he American structure is "easier in the long
run," because more things are learned per-
manently.
Athletically, Mills also notices many varia-bon- s.
The game of soccer in England, he
is played much slower with players
"making the ball do the work."
"It's much quicker here, because of the
substitution rules. In England you can only
sub two times the entire game," he states.
Mills began playing soccer when he was
four or five years old, citing the fact that,
"It's the number one sport in England. It's
just the thing that everyone does."
In addition to a different style of play,
Mills also recognizes a contrast in the struc-
ture of sports in England and America.
Though in America and England, the pro-
fessional level is the ultimate dream for a
player, high schools and colleges do not per-
form such a big role in England on the path
to stardom. Instead, professional teams
recruit at very young ages, establishing
leagues such as "under 18" and "under 16."
Mills provides an example of this, as he
piayed for a professional team in an under 18
league. However, the term "professional"
takes on a different meaning there, as there
are no contracts or monetary values involved,
just the notion that there is a professional
team at the end of the line.
Combining vicious speed and excellent ball
control, Mills led last year's record-settin- g
11-- 5 team in scoring. He perceives the future
of the Lords soccer as extremely bright, pin-
pointing the fact that this year's team, which
was 1 1-- 3-2 as of last weekend, has only two
juniors and two seniors.
As for the remainder of this season, he
remarks, "I just hope we achieve everything
we've worked for. The ultimate goal would
be nationals, and the nice thing is that it's in
our hands."
Head soccer Coach Mike Pilger shows
strong appreciation for Mills, identifying the
fact that he is presently playing with two bad
knees, due to chondromalacia, a softening
and thinning of the underside cartilage of the
kneecap.
Comments Pilger, "He's playing with a lot
of pain and he's trying harder than anyone
else. Part of his play comes from being from
England, but part of it also comes from the
heart. He plays with a lot of intensity, which
is what you need to play this game, and he's
been a big part of the turnaround in the
team."
Says fellow player Charlie Brinley, "There
are times on the soccer field when Kevin Mills
can be an explosive force."
Jeff Dawson, Mills' roommate and fellow
soccer player, remarks, "He leads by exam-
ple. When he clicks the whole team falls in
around him."
Mills describes life at Kenyon as "very,
very special," noting that, "The best thing
about Kenyon is definitely the nice relaxed
atmosphere. The atmosphere of the people,
the warmth of just being around Gambier,
going into the bookstore, Peirce, or a
residence hall and just meeting and talking to
people."
Besides soccer, Mills' other activities at
Kenyon keep him extremely busy. He is a
member of the Archon Society, is double-majorin- g
in psychology and economics, and
must contend daily with rambunctious room-
mates Devin Stauffer and Dawson.
Though at present he has no definite career
goals, he sees graduate school as a strong
possibility. At the conclusion of the Lord's
soccer season, he will continue to lead Ken-
yon athletics as a member of the men's
basketball team.
Only a sophomore, Mills' presence assures
a bright future not only for athletics but also
for the special aura that makes Kenyon what
it is.
establish a new record for wins, one that they
tied last year with an 1 1- -5 season. Right now
the Lords are 11-3- -2 overall, 4-- 2 in the
NCAC, tied for third place with Wittenberg.
Freshman Mike Donovan booted in the
only goal in the Denison game, assisted by
Dawson Driscoll. Denison was an oafish
looking team, all lunkheads especially their
main man, who was frequently flustered, at
odds with his coach ("I play hard coach. If
you don't want me to play hard, take me
out.") and who ended up getting a yellow
card, deservedly. It was a wickedly cold day,
but the Lords were heating things up on the
field, frustrating the Big Red chumps to the
point that an occasional fist was thrown,
culminating in a 2nd half confrontation with
big Chris Alpaugh who got right back in their
faces to the cheers of "punch him" and "kick
him in the neck" coming from the frenzied
crowd.
Against Mount Vernon on Saturday
sophomore Kevin Mills got things rolling
with an unassisted goal. The Naz managed to
sneak one past Keeper Charles Hansen, but
to no avail as Driscoll came through with the
game winner, making the final score 2-- 1.
Kenyon outshot the Naz 21-- 3. For his ex
cellent play last week, Awesome Dawson
Driscoll was named NCAC player of the
week. It was also rumoured that his fan club
flew in for the game via helicopters how
could he disappoint that kind of support?
Coach Mike Pilger said "Dawson played well
last week as he has all year. He is one of our
hardest working players. I switched him from
a back to a forward last year and now he is
one of our leading scorers. He had several
other opportunities to score against Mount
Vernon, but the Cougars' goalie made some
great saves.
Goal keeper Charles Hansen recorded 11
saves, on the week, allowing only one goal.
His 1.0 goals per game average is said to be
"stingy" and the shutout against Denison
was his fifth of the year
continued from page one
by providing scholarships." He adds that the
Bookstore is paying for the whole addition
and hopes that the additional space will
generate more profits.
To make sure the Bookstore is run effi-
ciently, the store pays its employees well and
gives them benefits such as health insurance
and retirement funds. All employees, in-
cluding the manager, receive salaries but no
profits from the store.
Finefrock wants to "make an ideal college
environment" where people can meet and
socialize. He says, "The Bookstore is a com-
fortable place to sit, drink coffee, talk with
friends; a place to hang out." To provide
such a place, the college wants a place that is
open year round.
Kassow
continued from page six
that is educated about Gorbachev's Soviet
Union enough to know that it is not an "evil
empire," but also immune to Soviet prop-
aganda that threatens a "healthy skep-
ticism" towards the intentions of glas-nos- t.
While Kassow is excited by the tre-
mendous economic and social potential of
the U.S.S.R., that promise to be unleashed
by glasnost, he insists that Americans would
become involved in the movement to ensure a
stable relationship between the superpowers.
To this end, he suggests an American pro-
gram of cultural and educational exchanges
to promote a successful Soviet Union, and to
make "the world a safer place."
The Shoppes
8:00 p.m.-2:0- 0 a.m.
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Fees
continued from page one
sent freshmen, sophomores, and juniors vote
as to whether they agree or disagree with the
proposed increase. If over 50 percent of the
eligible voters agree with the increase, the
proposal is sent to the college administration
and voted on. If accepted by the college
administration, the proposal is presented to the
Board of Trustees for a vote. If accepted by
the Board of Trustees, the activities fee will
increase. Voting will occur on Tuesday, Oct.
31, and will be conducted for the freshmen
by the RAs, and the sophomores and juniors
by their respective Student Council
Bookstore
Hall of Fame
Continued from page ten
Boring did not travel far to attend college,
as she resided in Gambier at the time. She
earned her degree in biology at Kenyon and
received her doctorate in nursing from the
Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing at
Case Western Reserve University.
The inductees will meet at 10:00 a.m. on
Saturday for a picture-takin- g ceremony at
the Hall of Fame wall at the Ernst Center.
They wil be introduced during halftime of the
football game with the College of Wooster
and will be formally inducted in a dinner
ceremony at 6:00 p.m. in the Peirce Great
Hall. All members of the media are invited to
all three functions. .
Sometimes
you are what
youdonteat
Think fast
November 16.
Don't eat a thing on the Thursday before
Thanksgiving.
Then join the six million Americans who,
since 1973, have mailed us the money they
saved to support our life-savin- g projects.
You'll not only learn what it's like to go
hungry.
You'll know how good it feels to help
those who are.
Please write: "Fast for a World harvest,"
115 Broadway, Dept. 4000, Boston, MA
02116. Or call for r L
more information: I lYtCirn V
Located in the Basement of Peirce Hall
Weekly Specials as Follows:
We offer free video rentals while
dining, pinball games, Juke box,
and popcorn is always free.
Monday Night Football Specials (see Manager)
Tuesday Night Steak & Potatoes with Salad
Bar (5:30-7:30- )
Friday Night All-you-can-eat-P- izza (8 p.m. -- 10 p.m.)
And the Shoppes is always available
ZniHC for sPecial functions, social gatherings
vr!i idcVi p or just Privacv for you and your friends
RIGHT
Mliisn you pcr-ty-,
rsmemEisp to...
BfflTYJ
It's 2S easy as eclating from 1 to 13.
Guests:
1
.
Know your limit stay within it.
2. Know what you're drinking.
3-
-
Designate a non-drinki- ng driver.
4. Don't let a friend drive drunk.
5. Call a cab if you're not sober or not sure.
Hosts:
6. Serve plenty of food.
7. Be responsible for friends' safety.
8. Stop serving alcohol as the party winds down.
9-
-
Help a problem drinker by offering your support.
10. Set a good example.
T" i i SM
BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA
PARTYSMART
National Headquarters
150 Paularino Ave., Suite 190, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
1-800-44-
1-2337
Beer Drinkers of America is a non-prof- it consumer membership
organization open only to persons cwr the age of 21.
Pirates Cove Pizzeria
427-215- 2 or PBX 5604
Hours
5 p.m.-- l a.m. Sunday through Thursday
5 p.m. -- 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday
IN HOUSE-CARRYOUT-LO- CAL DELIVERY
All Students
Welcome in the Dining Room
Wednesday Nights 5 p.m. -- 9 p.m. Discount Pizza Night
In House Only
Up to $3.00 OFF on Your Personal Pizza
